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ON December 5th the ladies of the facultyexpect to entertain one-half of the student
body with a dinner at the Herz Tea Room, and
at a later date, probably in February, to enter-
tain the remainder. Those of us who attended
the dinners of last year remember with satisfac-
tion the delicious repast and the pleasant toasts
and talks that followed. Our ladies are to be
highly commended for their generous hospital-
ity. These entertainments have been the means
of drawing more closely the ties which bind us
to our school and will be held as bright spots in
our memories of our sojourn at Rose.
However, let us, the student body do our part
as guests. Last year quite a number were dila-
tory in replying to their invitations and. a few
who were expected failed to arrive. Now the
fact that we are training ourselves to be engi-
neers does not mean that we need not be gentle-
men in every sense of that word and obey those
conventions and proprieties which society de-
mands of us. Every one who has been invited
should make every effort to attend, and when
he does arrive give himself over most thorough-
ly to the spirit of the evening. The place cards
will be arranged haphazard and though we may
not be sitting amongst our own particular clique
or set of friends we must remember that every
Rose man is a particular friend to every other
Rose man. The purpose of these entertain-
ments is to acquaint us more thoroughly with
each other for it is upon democracy in its widest
meaning that school spirit depends and upon
school spirit, in a large measure, depends the
success of a school in its task of training men.
Let us not forget then the kindly, generous
spirit in which these dinners are given, and our
duty to our hostesses. Let us go, thaw out, and
enjoy ourselves. Remember our motto is Boost!
BOTH the leading and Alumni articles thismonth are by members of the class of '01.
The leading article is by Harvey A. Schwartz,
who at present is Assistant Superintendent of
the National Malleable Casting Co. in Indian-
apolis. His subject, while not strictly technical,
is one of great interest to students of engineer-
ing, as it deals with the relation of engineers
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towards the labor which comes under their
hand. It gives an idea of what is demanded of
an engineer in a line which they curriculum of a
school does not include.
The Alumni article is by Max J. Hammel,
who at present is located in Terre Haute with
the Herz Bazaar. It is a general discussion of
fraternities, their effects, defects and advan-
tages as they are found in Rose. The fraternity
question is one which is being discussed by all
college men throughout the country, and the
points brought out by Mr. Hammel furnish
food for thought for every student and
alumnus.
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OUR FELLOW CITIZENS
BY HARRY A. SCHWARTZ, '01
I N presenting an article of a non-technical
character to the readers of the TECHNIC, a
preliminary word of apology is necessary, and
yet the subject which the writer hopes to present
is perhaps as truly suitable for discussion in an
engineering journal, as one dealing with more
strictly technical subjects.
The commercially successful engineer is not
so much he who has a most profound knowl-
edge of pure and applied science, as he who
combines with satisfactory scientific attain-
ments, an understanding of how to so deal with
the human material of his undertaking as to se-
cure the best results. Economy, efficiency, ac-
cident, prevention, these goals toward which
all modern industries are apparently being
pressed on by stress of competition, are in the
end most fully attained by those whose insight
into the thoughts ?rid character of the laboring
class is truest and clearest.
An enormous portion of the world's work is
carried on by that part of the working com-
munity, known as "common labor"; the men
who sell their strength and not their skill. The
men who possess the qualifications currently
supposed to be required of a molder "a clear
conscience, a strong back and a weak head," the
first qualification being the least necessary.
Now, where do these workers come from to
mine our coal, to build our railways, bear our
burdens and work our roads. A continual sup-
ply of these workers, "strong in the arm and
weak in the head," is needed that the country's
industries may not wither and die. To keep
the car of progress moving, an ever increasing
army of lowly workers must level the road and
put shoulders to the wheels. The United States
add to their population in two ways. The
native American population increases fairly
rapidly, the birth rate being considerably ahead
of the death rate. Also, we import citizens
-from abroad at a rapidly increasing rate until
at present the population is increased consid-
erably over half a million a year from this
source alone. For some time this foreign born
population and the southern negro have been
the principal source of common labor. The
young native Americans, at least a generation
or two removed from this immigrant ancestor,
as a rule is not content to labor. He is im-
patient of the restraints and drudgery of those
who toil with their hands alone.
Ambition drives the able on to become skilled
mechanics, foremen, engineers, office or profes-
sional men. Others lacking any force to raise
them to the upper strata of the industrial at-
mosphere, save perhaps the bouyancy of an in-
flated head, become drones, seek some lighter,
if less honest, means of maintaining themselves
and all too frequently become parasites living
at the expense of those more industrious than
themselves.
The foreign-born worker is, therefore, of
prime importance to the engineer, and it is
with this class of the working population that
I wiii deal here, hoping that what I have to
say may perhaps be new to a few of the
TECHNIC readers, who have never been thrown
in contact with the "Hunky" laborer.
The so-called native American of the middle
west is, as a rule, of course, of British ancestry,
his forefathers having come over, if not in the
Mayflower, at leabt quite early iii the country's
history. This colonial Englishman met the
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need for laboi in the forcible importation of
the negrc.. English immigration continued for
some time. rtiese men, however, were not
usually common laborers, but mechanics. The
English and Scotch machinists and engineers
still remaining in our industries, though now
frequently as old and somewhat superanuated
employees. The Welsh and Irish, however,
were not generally so fortunately situated, and
constituted a large part of the early common
labor class, so much so that railroad section
foremen was almost synonymous with Irish-
men. Following these came Germans, many
laborers and a large proportion of professional
men and others of intellectual type driven from
the Fatherland by the troubles of 1848. This
population has done but little for the present
class of common labor, even those who were
originally hand toilers having in the course of
generations raised their condition to that of
more skilled workers, or been entirely assimi-
lated by the resident population. The Dane
and Swede came next, but those who were not
skilled tended largely to agriculture and simi-
lar pursuits and drifted in most cases to the
wheat fields of the great northwest or to the
lumber camps.
After them the Jew, who, possessing the in-
stinct of the trader rather than of the toiler,
did not enter into the labor field, save only as
a worker in the garment industries, which he
monopolizes.
After these came the races of Southeastern
Europe, Italy, Austria, Russia, Hungary,
Poland, the Balkan countries, Turkey, Greece
and Syria, largely men of the meaner sort,
without education, of low standard of living
who have come to compete here for what they
believe to be wealth. This class and the negro
now constitute the laboring population of the
country, together with the restricted oriental
immigration of the Pacific States. In the place
of the Rafferty's and O'Tooles, who built our
railroads yesterday, and the Williams and
Evans, who mined our fuel, we have now
Demitri, Traike, Malpieri and Cicigoi.
The general public is quite generally of the
opinion advanced by Mark Twain that the
Italian does not engage in manual labor, but
confines himself to the lighter arts, such as
opera singing, organ grinding and assassina-
tion. This is in a sense true of the Neapolitan
and Sicilian, whose mind runs to a push cart
or a monkey as a means of honest livelihood, or
if of unscrupulous bent, to the Black Hand.
The Syrian has not yet reached the middle-
west in great numbers, and in this section lives
mediate district between the two districts com-
prising largely the countries bordering the
Adriatic and Black Seas, however, furnishes the
laboring class with which the engineer of the
present and near future must accomplish his re-
sults. Let us look a little at this alien's antece-
dents, how he got here, his mode of life and hab-
its of thought in order that we may deal with
him as intelligently as we may who will never
entirely penetrate the inmost recess of his char-
acter.
At home he is generally a tiller of the soil
at the best, a bandit at the worst. If he comes
.from the Balkan States or Austria-Hungary
he has served in the army or deserted from it.
In either case he has been very thoroughly im-
pressed with a respect for authority. If he is
a, Macedonian, he has been misgoverned by the
Turk whom he cordially hates—and fears;
which feeling is reciprocated by the Armenian,
who is of Turkish descent. The Austro-Hun-
garians (Austrians, Slays, Croatians and Hun-
garians), as well as the racially identical north-
ern Italians, are devout Roman Catholics, Rus-
sians, those from the Balkan States, and Mace-
donians are equally devout Greek Catholics.
The two mutually dislike each other's religion
and generally each other individually, the Slav's
greatest term of disrespect being (spelled
phonetally) "Ah Matzedohn." The Armenian is
Moslem, as such he is despised by both Greek
and Roman Catholics, and himself looks down
on the "dog of an unbeliever," who does not
agree with him that "there is no God but
Allah," and Mohammed is his prophet."
Each race is patriotic and proud of its coun-
try and its possibilities. This patriotism is not
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mere boasting, for witness the return of Bul-
garians, Greeks and Servians by thousands to
fight the hated Turk during the recent Balkan
war.
The Roman Catholics are usually not illit-
erate, there being apparently a compulsory sys-
tem of education as well as the army discipline.
Nearly all have learned German, since that is
the language of the army. The Hungarian,
however, as a rule, will pretend not to know
this language, being antagonistic to the Teu-
tonic race which dominates the Dual Empire.
The Bulgarian and Greek of the younger gen-
eration also has some educational attainments,
the older men, however, as well as many Mace-
donians, are entirely illiterate. All the races
are tenacious of their customs and habits, their
prejudices and superstitions.
Generally they fear authority, but distrust
its disinterestedness. They are clannish and
suspicious of the outsider. Docile even servile
under rigid discipline they are treacherous in
many cases, though usualy peaceful when in
contact with Americans. Raised in wine grow-
ing countries they are habitual drinkers, and
very frequently habitual drunkards. Their
sense of cleanliness, of modesty and decency, in
both men and women is, except in the better
classes, purely rudimentary. Their motives in
coming to this country are varied. A few leave
the country as fugitives from justice, generally
having committed some crime of violence, rang-
ing from assault and battery to murder; or have
deserted from the army. Such men frequently
make most desirable employees. Being unable
to return to their homes they are more likely to
remain permanently in one's employ and show
more tendency to adapt themselves to Ameri-
can conditions. As an example of such men,
the writer has observed the work of an Hun-
garian who left between dark and dawn after
having stabbed to death two men in a brawl
at a country fair. In some five, or six years
I have never seen him angry or violent, rarely
drunk, and to all orders and instructions the
reply is a very cheerful "Ohl Roight."
The great majority come with the intention
of remaining a few years, and then return-
ing to their native land with their savings upon
which they expect to live happily ever after.
These men are industrious while here, but can-
not be counted on owing to a tendency to "go
ahead old country" without notice.
A few more are merely afflicted with "wan-
derlust," a spirit of adventure leading them to
roam the earth. One such man, Austrian by
birth, I have traced from his own country
through Italy to England, to Brazil, where he
cut mahogany on the headwaters of the
Amazon, through the coal fields of Pennsyl-
vania to the Criple Creek district of Colorado,
and back to Indiana. A man whose spirit of
unrest drives him so is rarely to be counted on
as a permanent employee.
The last and most desirable element are
those who for political or industrial reasons
seek this country as a permanent home. They
are often married or at least expect to marry
soon. They are industrious, saving, hoping to
make a home in a new land. An example is an
ex-corporal of Austrian cavalry, who left his
home on account of a brawl with some civilians
and has since married and risen to be a foreman.,
He and his children speak good English, his
wife maintains a neat and cozy home, and he
is a power among his own people. Be his rea-
son what it may the immigrant is usually short
of funds, consequently he travels steerage. If
very short of funds, he takes ship at either
Trieste or Salonica, and travels by water the
entire way. This is cheap, but slow, also the
food is said to be poor. If he be wealthy
enough to afford it, he travels by rail to Ham-
burg, Havre or crosses the channel to England
and sails from Liverpool. This journey takes
nearly a week less, but is expensive. In either
event a necessary preliminary to boarding ship
is to pass inspection by the liner's medical offi-
cers. These ships' surgeons, quoting a young
Slavish boy who came over at the age of four-
teen, "fixen you three punches on the arm and
turn yo' eye round: hurt like h—," which being
translated, means vaccinate you and examine
the lower surface of the upper eyelid for glau-
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coma. Since emigrants ordered deported by
the United States immigration authorities have
to be returned to their port of embarkation
without charge by the line bringing them over,
the transportation companies naturally do what
they can to avoid taking on aliens who can not
pass examination on this side. The destination
of most of the immigrants is New York, a few
sailing for Boston, Philadelphia, and Bal-
timore.
As you stand in Battery Park, New York,
besides the Aquarium, which was formerly the
immigrant station, after having been a fort
and a place of amusement as Castle Garden,
you see in the haze of the harbor a small island
crowned by a group of brick and stone build-
ings. This is the government immigrant sta-
tion on Ellis Island, the gateway through
which the immigrants enter the country by
hundreds and thousand every day. The island
is reached by a government tug, which makes
hourly trips to and fro. Passage for visitors
is obtained by application to the commissioner
of immigration, which involves red tape, or by
persuasion of the local authorities. Arriving
at the island you are directed to a gallery over-
looking the hall, where the new arrivals are
examined as to their fitness to enter the country.
Roughly, the requirements are freedom from
contagious diseases, and from physical disabil-
ity, which might cause the immigrant to be-
come a public charge. The alien must also
show that he has not been convicted of crime,
has sufficient resources to maintain himself
while seeking work ($25.00, I believe), and does
not hold political opinions not compatible with
our form of government, as anarchism, ni-
hilism, etc.
The immigrant is taken from his ship at
quarantine by a tender and removed to Ellis
Island. Any suffering from curable diseases
are held at quarantine or in the Ellis Island
infirmary till recovered at the expense of the
line which brought them.
The alien then enters the receiving station by
a basement door, carrying with him his worldly
goods usually tied in a sheet. He has been
caused to bathe and his belongings were fumi-
gated before leaving the liner and he has had
a number pinned on him as means of identifi-
cation.
As you stand in the gallery you see a con-
stant stream of aliens climbing from the base-
ment up an incline to the main floor of the sta-
tion. Here they pass a desk where they are
directed to one of several long passages at each
end of which stands a surgeon. The one at the
entering end of the passage notes each one's
general physical condition. Any appearing in
any way defective is stopped and superficially
examined. Deformities, etc., are easily stopped,
since each man must walk with his hands at his
sides carrying his bulky belongings. If the
surgeon be suspicious of some defect not readily
recognizable by casual examination, tubercu-
losis, heart diseases, etc., he chalks a symbol on
the immigrant's shoulder and passes him on
with the sound.
The surgeon at the other end of the passage
inspects the men again as they walk toward
him, and examines each man's eyelids for glau-
coma. Beyond this surgeon the stream sepa-
rate, those bearing chalk marks go to the de-
tention pens, the others passing on down an-
other long aisle to satisfy an examiner as to
their moral and financial condition and destina-
tion. The physically unsound are removed,
one at a time, and given an exhaustive physical
examination. If the suspicions of the first ex-
aminer are confirmed, they are held on the
island until cured, if this be possible, if in-
curable, they are deported as are those whose
story does not satisfy the examiners.
New York City was formerly a hot bed of
persons preying in every possible way on the
newly arrived alien. At present only those
expressly desiring to live there are put on the
government tug and landed at the Battery.
Here stands a line of representatives from
various benevolent societies, each of whom has
convinced the immigration officials of his hon-
esty of purpose. These men endeavor to assist
their countrymen in every way possible. Very
special precautions are taken in the case of
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women coming to join relatives here; to insure
their reaching the proper persons in safety,
they being detained in the island until the rela-
tives have been duly identified. Those immi-
grants who do not give New York as their
destination are sold railway tickeits on the
island and ferried to the Jersey City terminals
to take their trains.
So far, from his port of embarkation to the
train, the immigrant has ben under the watch-
ful eye of officers of his ship or of the govern-
ment. From here on he must wrestle as best he
may with the manners and language of a
strange country. Generally he is going to some
city where he has a "bruder," i. e., some more
or less distant relative or friend, who will look
out for him. This bruder has often secured
him a job in advance; if not, he takes him to
his own employer and does what he can.
Occasionally a bruder is not entirely disin-
terested and collects a fee on the plea of hav-
ing to bribe the boss. Unfortunately the boss
sometimes takes such a fee, though this practice
is becoming rare, except in the case of profes-
sional employment agents. Some of these even
take a fee without furnishing a job.
The alien's next step is to find a home. The
Austro-Hungarian usually finds a married
man of his own race who runs a boarding and
rooming house. The Balkan native joins a
club where all share in the cost of food and
rent, and hire one man to cook, there being very
few Bulgarian or Macedonian women in Amer-
ica. In either case the "hunky" boarding
house is a problem to the local health officer.
The best location is over or next door to a sa-
loon. For reasons of economy and warmth,
five or six persons share a room and every room
is a sleeping apartment, including the kitchen.
The ordinary meals are very simple, rye
bread, onions, stewed or more rarely roast meat
in small amounts and beer being the principal
staples. Everybody tears a piece from his own
loaf, bites a chunk from his onion, and dips
his spoon in the common stew. He resents any
invasion of his individual beer bucket. The
foreign labor lives thus, not because he does
not earn enough to live decently, but because
he wishes to save either for the future or for
drink. Wages run from 17c an hour up to
$3.50 or $4.00 per day, according to the nature
of the laborer's work. The decent married men
rent a house, or 3ina11y buy one, and live as
any American worker. The cause of his man-
ner of living is rather to be sought in his ten-
dency to miserlyneE4s, sometimes for a laudable
purpose, often a mere wish to get something
for nothing, as, for example, a Macedonian,
who in 1907 joined the bread line at a local
church while wearing a money belt containing
about $2,000 in coin. The worthy but mis-
guided ladies who were ministering to his sup-
posed needs, little dreamed that his resources
were as great as many of their own. Since he
is always seeking an advantage, he believes all
others are doing the same thing, and distrusts
any innovation even if intended for his benefit.
Being unfamiliar with paper money, he has
been known to refuse his pay except in coin. If
ohown new and better ways to work he hesi-
tates, lest his employer reaps a benefit. Ile is
not much of a union man, distrusting the man-
agement when not of his race. Socialism and
the doctrines of the I. W. W. are more to his
taste, being preached by men of kindred na-
tionality. He has a wholesome respect for
American law, but will invariably shield his
countrymen from its effects, even at a disad-
vantage to himself. In only one case can I re-
call a foreigner's turning to the police to secure
the punishment of a criminal of his own race.
In that case a half-crazed Macedonian killed
two and wounded four countrymen in brawl
over some money to secure his passage home.
Generally he seeks vengeance himself, and bears
a grudge for a long time, seeking a suitable
opportunity when his enemy may be off his
guard. A case was recently noted when a Turk
wounded, by shooting, on a crowded street, a
negro with whom he quarreled and fought two
weeks before. With his employers and other
Americans he is almost always harmless, even
most abusive and unpopular foremen going un-
molested among their men at night. In a few
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cases Americans who courted trouble have been
injured in foreign saloons and dance halls, but
this is very rare.
His English is usually very poor being rem-
iniscent of the language of a parrot which has
long been in the society of a drunken pir-
ate. Business with him is conducted in a
Pidgin English of mixed bad English, Slavish,
Hungarian, German and gestures. At the best
.he often does not understand, if the duty is
distasteful, he shrugs his shoulders, says "me
no versteh," and leaves you to explain if you
can. He is by nature slow and sluggish and
would rather do a job in twelve hours, instead
of ten, even for the same money. The Mace-
donian form an occasional exception to this
rule. Politically he has no views. He talks
socialism, has been taught in some quarters
that "Democrat times" are hard times. In gen-
eral he is taken into court, swears to his inten-
tion of becoming an American citizen, without
knowing what he is doing, and then votes as
some one else tells him; having, like W. S. Gil-
bert's Fir8t Lord of the Admiralty, "never
thought of thinking for himself at all."
For protection in case of illness or accident
he joins the local branch of one of the many
national benefit associations.
Premiums range from 80 cents to $1.00 a
month, increasing with the age of the insured
up to 35 years. An additional amount for the
wife and each dependent child insured is col-
lected. The applicant is required to be a mem-
ber in good standing of the Catholic Church
and to pass a physical examination. During
disability he received $2.00 per day, and $1,000
is paid his widow or other surviving relative
on his death. In case of death the entire society
attends the funeral, under penalty of fine. A
brass band heads the procession, the president
of the society walks next, after him two color
bearers carrying the Amerien and Austrian
flags, then the members two by two, followed
by the hearse and members of the deceased's
family in carriages. The societies, as a rule,
have a useful influence, for example, they do
not pay benefits to men injured while drunk.
The customs of the "old country" are strong
in all the nationalities. The -Macedonian here
as abroad, uses the Julian calendar, and cele-
brates Christmas eleven or twelve days after
every one else. All Saints Day and other so-
called "big days" are duly observed. If a
wedding or christening is celebrated, everybody
lays off two or three days and usually comes
back drunk.
The "hunky's" greatest disadvantages are
drunkenness, lack of responsibility, desire to
take advantage of his employer whenever pos-
sible, and sluggishness. His strong points are
that he is present in large numbers, and will do
nearly any class of work. At any rate he is
the only class available for common labor.
hence the engineer may well study his idiosyn-
crasies in order that that he may as far as
possible overcome his weaknesses and add to
his strength.
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THE USE OF FRATERNITIES
BY MAX J. HAMMEL, '01.
IT is easier to write something myself than it is to meet the demands of your Alumni
Editor to "get" some member of the local Rose
Tech Club to write an article for the TECHNIC
This is especially true since the requirements
plainly state that the paper need not neces-
sarily be of a strictly technical nature.
What then, can a man write, who has fin-
ished at Rose, and who has not followed the
profession for which he was specially trained?
An article that should interest the technical
student body of the school must have some-
thing to do with the school.
After much study on my part and an ex-
amination of the various uses to which I have
put my technical training I find that I might
be able to tell you of the "resisting strength"
of an improperly prepared beef steak, the
breaking strength of a hammock hook (a sub-
ject in which I suppose many of you are in-
terested), or, perhaps the proper metal to use
as a trunk bumper, in order that the baggage-
man would have as hard a time as possible.
You wouldn't be greatly interested in read-
ing a long paper on any of these subjects, I am
sure.
Only one theme then that you might want to
read about—Fraternities—Are They Good in
Technical Schools?
Right at the start I want to say that what-
ever evils I may point out in the following
sentences, I firmly believe that fraternities of
the proper sort are more beneficial than harm-
ful. This applies to technical sehools as well
as to the numerous other sorts.
The evils of fraternity life have been enu-
merated to you many times, and I do not in-
tend to take up every phase of the matter here.
In the first place the method of "spiking" is,
in my mind entirely wrong. It costs too much
money for the average man going through
school, and it takes too much of his time away
from his studies and from those of the man
about to be "spiked."
It is easy to criticise, but harder to suggest
a remedy. Not only is this true in this case,
but also in any other effort at reform.
However, in the matter of "spiking" mem-
bers for fraternities, I believe the bad part may
be very easily eliminated, and in a way that
no one deserving fraternity will suffer in the
least.
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Every fraternity man will agree with me
when I say that the fraternity does more for
the individual than that same individual does
for the fraternity.
Why then, should the governing body, the
part which gives more than it accepts, do all
the asking? In other words, why not estab-
lish a rule whereby the man must ask for en-
trance into the fraternity instead of the fra-
ternity asking him to join, spending time and
money?
If this method would be in force the fact
that one is a member of a fraternity would be
a true asset,—much more so than under the
present conditions.
It is a privilege for most men to belong to a
fraternity,—but any fraternity can get along
without any one particular man. Then why as
a body, do they fight for men? Why do they
not let the man choose the fraternity he sees fit
to join and make his own application to this
end?
Many of you will say that this method would
not prove out in practice. I have only to point
to the success of many of the larger lodges of
the world—in most cases the man prays the
lodge for admittance. In many cases the lodge
or its individual nembers are not allowed to
solicit a man's membership.
I think this method, if tried, would effec-
tively eliminate all the bad features and yet
every fraternity will flourish in getting the
men who really wish to join it.
True, it will probably be a case of the "sur-
vival of the fittest," and it should be so. If
there are any fraternities in Rose that would be
unable to get new members under this ruling,
it is right and proper, that, not being good
enough, they should suffer.
I have been told many times in the last few
months that there are too many fraternities in
the field at Rose. I have been told by a mem-
ber of your faculty, by a fraternity man and by
a so-called "barbarian." There must then be
some truth in the statement as all concerned
seem to be agreed.
Under these conditions wouldn't it be a good
thing to give the "weak sisters" a chance to
weed themselves out by adopting the suggestion
above? No man will be foolish enough to pick
a poor fraternity, but many are talked into
joining such a one.
The next questior that naturally comes up is
that of Fraternity Houses.
I have heard this question discussed pro and
con. Some think well of it—others are as
heartily opposed. When I was in school there
were no fraternity houses at Rose. I am, there-
fore, unprepared to give an expert opinion
based on actual experience. What I have to
say is mere conjecture and my opinion is
formed from what I have heard on the outside
and is, therefore, based entirely upon hearsay.
One fraternity house of which I have heard
is fine in every sense of the word, another is
only fair and a third seems to be doing very
much more harm than good.
The average of the three, as you see, is prac-
tically neutral.
The fraternity house does, in a measure, keep
down living expenses, but, on the other hand,
requires a certain appreciable amount of
money to help "keep the house in order." In
this instance, then, you are as well off without
as with the house.
A fraternity house does create a better spirit
of fellowship among those that live there.
On the other hand does it not take away the
democracy of the student body taken as a
whole?
In this way comparisons of the good and
evils of the fraternity house might be made ad
infinitum.
There are many good features of fraternity
homes.
And there are many undesirable features as
well.
I am unable to weigh one side against the
other, neither do I presume to say which is
right, but I am sure that anything that tends
to take away the spirit that all are equal, that
all are for Rose first, last and all the time, is
not good for the school, though it may seem
to be good for the individual.
The spirit that pervades a fraternity—I
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mean that tie that binds one member to the
other, is fine—on the face of it. It isn't nearly
so fine after you've examined it closely.
It's all right to have one man think well of
every other man in his fraternity, but he must
not let the idea get away with him. There are
many good men in the other fellow's fraternity
—don't ever forget that.
And there are many fine fellows who never
join a fraternity—don't forget that either.
If the X Y Z fraternity has some good men,
and you who belong to the A B C know it,
there is no good reason why you, as individuals,
should not gain by his acquaintance, or he by
yours. There isn't a fraternity at Rose that
hasn't some good men, but here are good men
in the A B C that will have nothing to do
with the good men of the X Y Z merely be-
cause they have nothing in common—that is
they have nothing in common but the honor
of Rose.
Nothing at all but that—nothing very much
to be sure.
Sarcasm isn't my forte, so I'll use no more
of it.
If an X Y Z man is at the head of the ball
team is there any reason why an A B C man
should not beat an X Y Z man for a place on
that team if he is able?
The man who is so narrow as to be blinded
that he will not see the injustice to the school
when he is a party to these things, does not de-
serve a membership in any fraternity, and
above all has no place at Rose.
Just a few more words in conclusion:
Fraternities are all right.
Fraternity houses are all right.
Fraternity spirit is all right, and pretty
nearly everything about fraternities is all
right
—IF-
--you do not allow it to interfere with the
work you are expected to do.
—you do not allow it to hurt the feeling of
brotherhood that must exist between one stu-
dent and another in order to make the school
in its entirety a success.
—you do not allow the fraternity to take the
place the school rightfully has and must keep
in the minds of its students.
Stand up for your - fraternity, but fight
harder for Rose. Do not let anything stand in
the way of her progress—not even your
fraternity.
If it is impossible to have Rose come first,
your fraternity is not healthy—nor good.
ALUMNI NOTES.
Irwin D. Torner, '04, is with the American
Brake Shoe and Foundry Company of Chicago.
Office address is 1414 McCormick building.
S. I. Stocking, '13, is with the Irwin City
Rapid Transit Co., at Minneapolis, Minn.
Davis Levi was, by mistake, omitted in the
October TECHNIC in the class of 1913. He is
with the American Rolling Mills Co., at Mid-
dletown, Ohio.
W. R. Bell, '12, who has been with the West-
inghouse Co., at Pittsburgh, Pa., has gone to
Baton Rouge, La., with the Stone & Webster
corporation.
Ben G. Elliott, '10, has been appointed in-
structor in mechanical engineering in the Ex-
tension Division of the University of Wiscon-
sin at Oshkosh.
Carl J. Krieger, '12, is with the Underwriters
Laboratories, Inc., at 135 William street, New
:York City.
Henry J. Bangert, '09, who has been chemist
for H. Loescher & Co., at Chicago, has taken
a sales position with the Vacuum Oil Co. at
New York City. Address 29 Broadway (Tan-
ners Dep't.).
The -Rose Tech Club of Pittsburgh held a
meeting October 18th at the German Club. It
was decided to hold a banquet on Saturday
evening, February 21, 1914, at the Ft. Pitt
Hotel. Officers elected were H. S. Heichert,
'97, president; 0. M. Bercaw, '10, vice-presi-
dent, and A. F. Gordon, '97, secretary-treasurer.
The following alumni were present: W. R. Bell,
'12; 0. M. Bercw, '10; H. W. Craver, '95; E.
D. Frohman, '94; A. F. Gordon, '97; H. S.
Heichert, '97; H. A. Howe, E. E. Hughes, '13;
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R. M. Ostrander, '13; W. W. Reddie, '12; R. C.
Slocomb, '12.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay H. Hall, '97, announce
the birth of a son, Jay Fox, on October 26th,
1913.
On August 25, 1913, Clifford Drake Speaker,
'36, arrived at the home of Mr. Clifford B.
Speaker, '05, and Mrs. Speaker, Drake Univer-
sity, '08. Mr. Speaker is with the Portland Gas
and Coke Co. at Portland, Oregon.
. Ralph C. Gray, '05, was married October
11th, to Annetta Paxton Fry at Oley, Penn.
Residence 216 Sidney street, Mount Airy, Phil-
adelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Offutt, '11, announce the
birth of a daughter, Frances Mercedes, on No-
vember 9, 1913.
Mr. Leon J. Willien, '06, who has been chief
chemist for Chas. H. Tenney az Co. at Boston,
Mass., has gone to Karlsruhe, Germany, to
check up some investigations which are being
made for the International Agriculture Corp
regarding a process for the extraction of phos-
phoric acid from phosphate rock and the
simultaneous fixation of atmospheric nitrogen
with formation of ammonia.
W. E. Baker, '11, was married to Miss
Rachael Thomas on May 8, 1913.
Benjamin L. Heer, '12, was married to Miss
Ruth Diekemper on September 11, 1913.
E. C. Bradford, '11, was married to Miss
Laura McFall on September 16, 1913. .
W. Scott Heer, '12, was married to Miss.
Edith Cristopher on September 10, 1913.
Word has been received of the death of H.
Lamar Smith, '10, of Topeka, Kan., on No-
vember 16th.
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HALLOWE'EN.
THIS year the Junior memorial was fin-ished and set up on Hallowe'en. The
1915 memorial is a panelled Soak bulletin board,
seven feet five in size. It is provided at the top
with four shaded electric lights, in special
brackets designed to illuminate the whole board
evenly. The upper portion is divided into four
panels, one of which is assigned to each class for
class notices, etc. Each of these panels has a
brass plate, bearing the name of the class. Be-
low this is a large space for general notices,
and the bottom portion is given up to the large
officiul schedule cards. The board makes a very
good appearance, and is an unusually happy
selection, as it is both ornamental and useful,
and occupies the most conspicuous position in
the institute.
The Juniors indulged in the usual Hallowe'en
celebration, now not quite so riotous as in years
past because of the firm stand of Dr. Mees for
law and order. A big conservatory of music
sign was hung over the front door and signs
were also left around the shop as mementos of
the occasion. The usual raid on the wood shop
was executed to provide material for a big
bonfire on the campus. The whole class gath-
ered around to see the Freshman patterns and
frames go up in smoke, and a procession was
formed, which marched around the fire carry-
ing the old bulletin board. A dirge was sung
and a few short words of tribute for the de-
parted were said. Appropriate ceremonies hav-
ing been completed, the old board was tenderly
laid upon its funeral pyre, and was soon con-
verted into carbon dioxide, water vapor, etc.,
with the evolution of an unknown number of
B. T.- U.
With John Reid and the shop bell in the lead,
the class then marched to the Terre Haute
House, where the banquet was served. On ac-
count of the DePauw game the next day no
football men were present, but practically
everyone else sat down to the big feed. This
having been duly disposed of, the serious busi-
ness of the evening was begun by Toastmaster
Bug Arnold. The following were the scheduled
speeches: Burns, Society; Fink, The Business;
Bundy, Views of an Old Timer; E. Hegarty,
The Modulus; Sullivan, Just Con; Drake, Why
I Am a Student; Compton, Life in the Lab;
Brauns, Our Memorial; Turner, "Why I Asked
to Be Allowed to Talk." -
In addition to these, a number of other men
were called on and responded appropriately.
Chester Cotten, the blonde beauty from Col-
orado, was especially inspired, and many re-
gretted that similar inspiration had not been
given to everyone.
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ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION.
MEETING OF OCTOBER 18, 1913.
ALLED to order by President Eshelman.
Present—Dr. White, Prof. Hathaway,
Eshelman, Schopmeyer, W. Carter, J. Carter,
Trimble, Hewitt and Davis. Absent—Stevens.
Moved by Dr. White and seconded by Davis
that bid of J. Carter for cleaning the gym be
accepted. Motion carried.
, Discussion of amount due from Wiley and
Garfield High Schools for use of grounds and
gymnasium for football season. Definite report
to be made at next meeting.
Resignation of Assistant Football Manager
E. P. Wallner received and accepted.
Moved by Dr. White and seconded by W.
Carter that regular meeting of the board be
held on the second and fourth Mondays of each
month. Carried.
Moved by Prof. Hathaway and seconded by
Schopmeyer that Maple Avenue M. E. Church
gymnasium be allowed to use apparatus not in
present use in the Rose gym, with the under-
standing that it be kept in proper condition and
returned in such condition when called for.
Carried.
Stiltz and Compton proposed to be voted on
for assistant football manager to succeed Wall-
ner. Stiltz elected. Vote: Stiltz 5, Compton 3.
Moved by Prof. Hathaway and seconded by
W. Carter that meeting be adjourned. Carried.
MEETING OF OCTOBER 25.
CALLED to order by President Eshelman.All present.
Reports of officers. Football Manager Henry:
Lost $109.00 on Moore's Hill game. Cleared
$65 on Wabash game.
Reports of committees. Dr. White reports
that Maple Avenue Church received one parallel
bar, four mats and one horse from school gym.
Prof. Hathaway reports that school board is
in favor of paying for football privileges for
Wiley High School.
New business. Moved by Dr. White and sec-
onded by Davis that bill of Dr. Morrison in fa-
vor of J. Carter be paid. Carried.
Moved by Dr. White and seconded by Prof.
Hathaway, that purchasing of football mate-
rial be left to the manager and captain. Carried.
Moved by Schopmeyer and seconded by Prof.
Hathaway, that meeting be adjourned. Carried.
STUDENT COUNCIL.
SPECIAL meeting of November 3rd wascalled to order at 4 P. M. by President Han-
sen. Nehf absent.
Report of Finkelstein, chairman of finance
committee, for Grencastle trip:
Eight tickets sold at $1.00 $8.00
Ninety-two tickets sold at 50c 46.00
• Total amount received. $54.00
Nineteen tickets bought at station 19.00
Balance $35.00
Five of these sold at 50c. 2.50
$37.50
Received for the other fourteen 14.00
$51.50
Refund for 24 football men 12.00
Balance returned $39.50
Original appropriation from General Fund $100.00
Returned  39.50
Amount taken from appropriation  $60.50
Moved by Henry and seconded by Deming
that above report be accepted. Carried.
Moved by Eshelman and seconded by Barrett.
that the faculty be petitioned for a vacation
Friday and Saturday after Thanksgiving.
Carried.
Ransford and Sanford appointed to have new
report blanks printed.
Moved by Ransford and seconded by Arnold,
that 500 be printed and given to financial secre-
tary. Carried.
Moved by Eshelman and seconded by Arnold,
that financial secretary should not be required
to give bond on account of shortness of term.
Carried.
Moved by Eshelman and seconded by Arnold,
that meeting adjourn. Carried.
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A. I. E. E.
THE A. I. E. E. has held two very success-ful meetings this year. At the first meet-
ing the subject was "High Frequency Phe-
nomena." Interesting and instructive talks
were given by Dr. Johonnott and Prof. Knip-
meyer, and experiments were performed by
means of high voltages from the big Tesla coil.
Sparking phenomena, common effects and X-
rays were shown and explained, and several X-
ray photographs were taken and developed by
Prof. Peddle.
At the second meeting Prof. Peddle gave a
talk on color photography, and showed a num-
ber of lantern slides, including both colored
photographs and X-ray photographs. Another
very enjoyable part of the evening's entertain-
ment was a big bucket of Sam's best lemonade
and a plentiful supply of peanuts. The nov-
elty of smoking in the institute was also en-
joyed by everyone so inclined.
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
PRESIDENT Poggensee of the Scientific So-ciety, with the aid of his learned colleague,
Secretary Tommy Walsh, has planned to hold
monthly meetings of the society, beginning
after mid-terms. Instead of having papers pre-
sented by students, Mr. Poggensee hopes to have
members of the faculty give the young scientists
the benefit of their experiences and observa-
tions, scientific, professional or otherwise. The
plan seems to be a good one, and, it is hoped,
will revive interest in the organization.
THE ROSE TECHNIC.
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ROSE 6, WABASH 6.
THE game with Wabash was somewhat ofa disappointment to both the team and to
the students, as the chances for undisputed
possession of the state secondary championship
were lost.
Rose scored in the first two minutes of play,
Joe Carter placing the ball on the Wabash five-
yard line by a 75-yard dash through the entire
Wabash team. On the next two plays he car-
ried the ball over for a touchdown. Baxter
made a poor kick and Rose had no chance at
goal.
In the second quarter Wabash evened the
count by a 35-yard run by Pfohl, but failed to
kick goal. After the score was tied, neither
team could manage to push the ball over for
another touchdown, although Rose was put on
the defensive and were forced to fight hard to
keep Wabash from scoring. Individual stars
were few and neither eleven displayed the ex-
kected trick plays, but resorted to line plunges
and end runs. Joe Carter showed up well as
also did Stoms, Moore and Hansen. The main-
stays for Wabash were Pfohl, Showalter and
Rowe.
Upon another page of this department will be
found a chart of the game, giving every play
in detail.
Summary and line-up :
Rose, 6. Wabash 6.
Moore L E II Showalter
Stevens, Somers L T  Caldwell
Wilkins L G  Foster
LeForge  C  Cravens
W. Carter R G.  Turner
Davis R T Hurd
Sheldon R E.  Newsbaum
Baxter Q B. Pfohl, Carling
J. Carter L H Sweet, Rowe
Hansen R H  Christian
Stoms F B.  Showalter
ROSE 7, DE PAUW 14.
IN one of the best, if not the best game of the season, Rose went down to defeat at the
hands of DePauw at Greencastle November 1.
Clearly outclassing her opponents in all
stages of the game, except the second quarter,
Rose started the scoring early in the first quar-
ter, Joe Carter runing 80 yards from a kick.
This was the only score Rose was able to make,
but in the last quarter started a spectacular
rally and marched almost the length of the
field, only to lose the ball on a costly fumble.
THE ROSE
DePauw scored both in the first and second
quarters, but could go no further.
Rose was aided on defense by the excellent
work of Moore, LeForge and Poggensee, and
on the offense by Carter, Hansen and Stoms.
DePauw depended on Rowan, Thomas and
Harvey to make gains. Rowan acted as quar-
ter, givng the signals from a half-back posi-
tion.
Line-up and summary:
Rose 7.
Moore L E
Somers, Poggensee..L. T
W. Carter L G
LeForge 
DePauw 14.
 Moore
 
Grady
Long
Gardner
Wilkins, Stevens ...R. G  Sefton
Davis R T  Dunn
Sheldon, Baxter . . . .R. E.  Sharp
J. Carter L H  Thomas
Stoms, Hansen ....F. B.  Rowan
Hansen, Goldsmith R H  Harvey
Cox Q B Anderson
Touchdowns—Carter, Rowan, Harvey. Goals
from Touchdown—Stoms, Rowan (2). Ref-
eree—Redden, Michigan. Umpire—Donnelly,
Trinity. Headlinesman—Davis.
PURDUE 62, ROSE 0.
FACING overwhelming odds, Rose was de-feated on November 8 by Purdue, the final
score being 62-0, in favor of the Boilermakers.
Of these, forty-eight points were made in the
first half. Then, with a number of substitutes
in Purdue's line-up, Rose braced and put up a
hard fight that called for applause time and
again.
Rose held Purdue to two touchdowns in the
second half, and Joe Carter made the only first
down Rose secured during the game. He inter-
cepted a forward pass and ran fifteen yards,
following it with a ten-yard gain.
Purdue was never held for downs. Cox at
quarter played a good game, stopping many
men who broke through the line. Oliphant,
while he was in the game, made many sensa-
tional runs, seeming to gain ground at will.
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The line-up:
Purdue 62 Rose 0.
Turner R. E  Sheldon
Usner R T  Davis
Routh R G  Wilkins
Bishop   Somers
Burns L G W. Carter
Becker L T  Stevens
StinchfieId L E  Moore
Wherell Q B  Cox
O'Brien R H  Hansen
Oliphant F  B  Stoms
Glosson L H  J Carter
ROSE 23, CULVER 0.
ON a muddy field, which put both elevens ata disadvantage, Rose defeated Culver
Military Academy on November 15 by the score
of 23-0. On account of the mud, straight foot-
ball was resorted to almost entirely, and few
end runs were successfully made, while the for-
ward pass failed more often than it worked.
Although outweighed by Culver, Rose played
a much better brand of football and the old-
time fighting spirit was in evidence, although
every inch of ground gained was earned.
At one time Culver had the ball on the Rose
ten-yard line, but could not cross the goal line.
Twenty-one men were used by Rose, and all
showed up well in their respective positions.
The line-up and summary:
Touchdowns—Cox, Hewitt, LeForge. Goals
from Towndown—J. Carter (2). Field Goal
—J. Carter. Referee—Wann, Earlham. Um-
pire—Robinson, Indiana. Head Linesman—
McCarthy, Indiana.
Rose 23. Culver 0.
Moore, Sheldon L E  Sawyer
Poggensee, Stevens L T  McLean
W. Carter L G.  Northcott
Le Forge, Somers
Mills   Falcon
Pirtle, Dutton,
Wilkins R —Meeske, Rogers
Davis R T.  Weeter
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Sheldon, Baxter,
Tygart R E.  Porter
Cox, Hewitt Q B Hanger
Hansen, Goldsmith .L. H Bathrick, Jones
J. Carter, Smith F B  Stirratt
TRACK.
0 NE of the features of the recent CornShow was the Marathon run on Saturday,
November 15th. Fourteen runners from both
Rose and Normal were started by S. E. Huff-
man, and a large crowd gathered to see them off.
R. W. Hyndman of Normal was the winner of
the event, and his time was 31 minutes, 28 sec-
onds for the course.
Owing to the weather the proposed course
was changed at the last minute in order to al-
low the men to run on the paved streets, and the
following course was used: Starting at Fifth
street and Wabash avenue, the men ran north
to Lafayette avenue, then northeast to Seventh
street, then north to Maple avenue, then east
to Thirteenth street, then south to Locust street,
then east to Fourteenth street, then south to
Ohio street, and then west to Fifth street, where
they finished. This course was estimated to be
nearly five miles in length.
Nine of the starters finished in the following
order: R. W. Hyndman, G. J. Brown, L.
Hughey, Ralph Stewart, Ransford, F. Givinn,
R. Volkers, W. Shriner and Sporks.
The first three men to cross the finish line
were awarded silver loving cups, and the others
who completed the course were awarded
ribbons.
The time was considered good, as the streets
were in bad condition, and the men ran under
difficulties. Ransford, who won this race last
year, finished in fifth place.
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Hoberg (picking up a Columbian dry cell) :
"Say, fellows, let's have a ball game, here's the
battery."
W. O'Laughlin (in the rear of the Thermo
class) : "Hey, Fat, how do you work that prob-
lem on the board?"
Fat O'Laughlin: "Wait until after class and
I'll explain it to you. That's too deep for your
weak and untrained mind."
Prof Thomas (in hydraulics) : "Boys, you
will have to keep quiet this morning, I'm not
feeling very well. I guess I drank too much
cider yesterday."
Senior Civils—Haw ! Haw!
Failing (not liking the way a Freshman took
his good advice) : "I'm all right, even if a lot of
these guys do think I'm a damn fool."
She : "And would you really put yourself out
for my sake?"
Byron Deming: "Indeed, I would."
She: "Then do it, please. I'm awfully
sleepy."
Harvey: "There's one thing I'll miss very
much this winter."
She (tenderly) : "Whats that, dear?"
Harvey: "Breakfast, I've got five eight
o'clocks."
She: "That 'Blue Danube' is just intoxicat-
ing."
Cox (absently) : "It can't compare with
'Green River.'"
Derr: "What kind of a stone would you like
in your ring?"
She: "Oh George! I've heard so much about
baseball diamonds. Do you suppose they're
expensive?"
Lancet (nervously) : "There's been something
trembling on my lips for months and months—"
She: "Yes, so I see. Why don't you shave
it off."
TIIE ROSE
Ott (in organic) : "You had better take
up the note books now. Some of us might not
be here for exams."
According to the latest circle is spelt curcle
and zero, zuro, by Hath.
Mac (in Applied) : "I don't expect you fel-
lows to learn this stuff like parrots, although
you are Polys."
Hath (in Quaternions) : "Did some one throw
that eraser or did it just fall there?"
Dodson (during a lengthy interview between
Dr. White and a few of the Sophomore chem-
ists) : "Didn't you ever cut when you were in
college? I ain't tryin' to run down your char-
acter, but I'd just like to know."
"My daughter," and his voice grew stern,
"You must set this matter right.
At what time did that fellow leave,
Who came to call last night?"
"His work was pressing, father dear,
And his love for it was great,
He took his leave, and went away
Before a quarter of eight."
Then a, twinkle came in her bright blue eyes.
And her dimple deeper grew.
" 'Tis surely no sin to tell him that,
For a quarter to eight is two."
She went down to the round house,
And interviewed an oiler;
"What is that thing?" "Why,' he replied,
"That is the engine boiler.'
"And why do they boil engines?" asked
The maiden, sweet and slender;
"They do it," said the honest man,
"To make the engine tender."
Asking permission of a girl before you kiss
her is cowardly. It is putting the responsibility
up to her.—Case Tech.
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It was in the conservatory.
"Won't you let me hug you?" he murmured
ardently.
"Not here," she replied. "It would not be
proper."
Going out on the dance floor, they engaged
in a clinch and tangoed under the scrutiny of
staid chaperones.—Ex.
Why do we always speak of a blush as creep-
ing over a girl's face?
If it went any faster it might kick up a dust.
"Johnnie, if you swear again you'll never go
to Heaven."
"Don't want to."
"But, Johnnie, why not?"
"Ain't a damned soul there."
The man who asks every girl he meets for a
kiss gets a lot of rebuffs—also a lot of kisses.—
Life.
Freshman—Professor, is it possible to take
the greater from the less.
Professor—There is a pretty close approach
to it when the conceit is taken out of a Fresh-
man.—Ex.
THE TEXAS SORT.
"Gracious! That skirt is so tight that I can
plainly see what you have in your pocket !"
"But I have no pocket."
"Then what is that lump ?"
"Oh, that's a mosquito bite !"—Houston Post.
ALAS, POOR SAGE, WE KNOW HIM.
A sage is a man who will sit up all night and
worry over things that a fool never even heard
of.
He asked a Miss, "What is a kiss Grammati-
cally defined?"
"Its a conjunction, sir," she said,
"And cannot be declined." —Ex.
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Absence makes the marks grow rounder.—
Case Tech.
APPROPRIATE SONGS FOR THE
Rockpile—"They Always, Always P-ick on
Me."
Kicked Out Suitor—"Take a Little Tip from
Father."
Skater who Slipped—"On the Tail of My
Lonesome Spine."
Handkerchief—"That International Rag."
Wrestling Match—"Cuddle Up a Little
Closer."
Mexican Dinner—"Too Much Mustard."
Freshman—"Please Take Me Home."
Sophomore—"I Want a Girl."
Junior—"We Won't Go Home Until Morn-
ing."
Senior—"Thesis the First Verse, Thesis the
Second Verse, Thesis the Last."
Fair Bud--Uncle, I wish you'd give me that
beautiful lace handkerchief we saw today. It
was only five dollars.
Uncle—Nix, that's too much to blow in.--
Princeton Tiger.
Entrance examination questions:
1. When was baseball discovered? By whom
\Vas it discovered?
2. Name ten prominent infielders of the
present time.
3. Give the methods of throwing a spit ball;
an out-curve. •
4. Draw a baseball diamond showing the
nine positions.
5. What is the best position for the hands in
pole vaulting?
6. Define the following terms: punt, goal
kick, drop kick, touchdown, gridiron, sidelines,
fumble, forward pass.
7. Draw a rough diagram of the football
field showing positions of the teams at the
kickoff.
8. Name the eleven positions on a football
team.
9. Outline a situation where the forward
pass could be used advantageously, tracing the
path of the ball as thrown.
10. What is a good diet for an eleven in
training?
11. What is the best method for putting an
umpire out of business?
12. Who discovered America? When? What
part of speech is the word "Man ?" How much
is 2354 x 8796 ?—Wisconsin Cardinal.
He was teaching his girl arithmetic,
He said this was his mission;
He kissed her once, he kissed her twice,
And said, "Now that's addition."
And while he added smack to smack
In joyful satisfaction
He stopped to take a few from her,
And said, "Sweet, that's subtraction."
And still they lingered there to kiss,
In mutual elation,
The bold lad doubled up the sum,
And said, "That's multiplication."
Then father came and raised his foot,
And snorted in derision,
That chap struck earth a mile away,
Pa said, "That's long division."
The gowns they wear are now so tight
That women scarce can hobble;
Their walk is oftimes a fright,
Half scuffle and half wobble.
Who was it started such a style
Which women seized with pashion?
We find—on looking back a while—
A mermaid set the fashion!
The dances now are sumthin' fierce,
Most all are just plain wobble;
They never step, nor glide, nor turn,
Half scuffle and half hobble.
Who was it started such a style
Which every girl seems to wish?
We find—on looking back a while—
It was a jelly fish. —Ex.
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NEWS OF OTHER COLLEGES.
The Freshmen and Sophomores of Rensselaer
Polytechnic have a cane rush similar to our own
pipe rush, except that the members of each
class are thoroughly greased from head to foot,
so that they will be harder to hold. The Sophs
won this year, the. result being 37-12 in their
favor.
The editor-in-chief of The Polytechnic, Rens-
selaer Polytechnic's monthly publication, is W.
C. Henry. Wonder if his name is Walker,
too?
The 1913 class of Louisville Male High
School is represented by 32 of its 71 members
in seventeen different colleges of the United
States.
The Loui8iana State Reveille contained the
following article: "Six single girls in Salem,
Ohio, recently raised $10,000 for the Salem
Hospital by dispensing kisses at $1.00 each."
It further adds: "This might be a suggestion
for the Senior finance committee."
At Indiana the Senior girls will wear cor-
duroy skirts and the Senior boys will wear cor-
duroy trousers as a mark of distinction.—Ex-
change.
Colorado.—The combined engineering schools
will build an enormous "C" on Flagstaff Moun-
tain, overlooking the city of Boulder. Utah
built a "U" some years ago.—Exchange.
Plonyans Gbe Wolo, the son of an African
chieftan, has entered Harvard.—Exchange.
The Juniors at Purdue wear regulation head-
gear, namely, a slouch hat direct from Paris.—
Exchange.
Indications at Columbia University are that
this year the honor system will be aaopted, and
the present proctor system will be done away
with.—Exchange.
University of Texas has a picture show
owned and operated by the student body. The
profits help needy boys.—Exchange.
At Cornell University there are 1,069 stu-
dents who are almost wholly self-supporting,
and 124 students who earn from $100 to $200
more than their expenses.—Dekaturian.
The rates of tuition for foreign students in
German universities have recently been doubled.
—Exchange.
The tuition of each student in the Univer-
sity of Illinois costs the taxpayers of the State
$300 per year, according to President E. J.
James.
Through a vote of the student body the
tango, turkey trot and other new dances have
been barred for the year at the University of
Vermont.—Reserve Weekly.
As a result of the Freshman exams held at
W. and J. only one man was dropped, whil‘
thirty to forty has been the usual number of
students lost annually.—Exchange.
Georgia Tech has established co-operative en-
gineering courses in which students attend lec-
tures one week and work in the shops of At-
lanta the next week for wages.—The Tartan.
The class of 1913 of the University of Chi-
cago have voted to present to the university as
their class gift a bronze miniature of the cam-
pus. This is to be mounted on a stone pedestal
and placed on the lawn in front of Cobb lec-
ture hall.—Exchange.
A prize of $1,000,000 has been offered at St.
Petersburg for the best biography of Czar Alex-
ander I. The prize is the greatest ever offered
for any work. The biography may be written
in any language and must be submitted before
1925.—Exchange.
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The yell leaders of Brown University are
said to use a novel instrument. All the leaders
yell in unison through a single horn, thereby
greatly increasing the volumn of sound.—The
Franklin.
Out of 1,000 Freshmen at the University of
Pennsylvania, eighteen are studying Greek.
They're training for college presidencies—Ex-
Sixty men at Michigan Agricultural College
petitioned the faculty to offer a course in the
study of the liquor problem with college credit.
—Exchange.
Columbia has officially made soccer football
a part of the regular training in gymnasium
work. At least 600 students will be required to
play the game twice a week. A champion
squad is to be selected from this number.—
Exchange.
The number of students enrolled at the Uni-
versity of California this year numbers 5,300.
This, added to the number in summer school,
gives a total of over 8,000. In point of num-
bers California is only surpassed by Columbia.
—The Tartan.
The Chief Justice of the state of Maine says:
"The difference between a large university and
a small college is that in the large university
the student goes through more college while in
the small college, more college goes through the
student.—The Tartan.
California is the second largest school in the
country, its enrollment of over seven thousand
being exceeded only by Columbia with nearly
nine thousand. Harvard has only four thou-
sand and Princeton seventeen hundred.—Ex.
That American universities excel in instruc-
tion, although foreign schools are more promin-
ent in research, is the decision reached by Pro-
fessor William McPherson, head of the depart-
ment of chemistry, at the Ohio State Univer-
sity, who has been studying the methods of the
18 leading universities abroad during the past
year.—Silver and Gold.
One hundred and thirty-two foreign students
are registered at the University of Illinois this
year. The number represents twenty-two na-
tions. China has fifty-three students and also
has the only foreign woman registered at the
university. The majority of these men are reg-
istered in the technical course.
Only two foreign students are registered at
Indiana university.
TUG OF WAR RULES.
The men of the Senior and Junior classes, to
whom was delegated the task of finding a good
substitute for the annual class scrap, after sev-
eral considerable discussions, drew up the fol-
lowing set of rules which governed the contest
held last Tuesday afternoon. The rules no
doubt may well be modified next year in some
of the minor details but in the essential parts
they were found to be all right and should serve
as a basis for next years contest rules.
The rules drawn up were as follows:
1. All male members of the Freshman and
Sophomore classes shall report at the gym-
nasium at 1:15 Tuesday afternoon. Penalty:
Any male members of the aforesaid classes
failing to appear at the gymnasium at above
stated time shall be sought out and thrown into
the pond.
2. The tug of war shall start at 2:00 p. m.
on Tuesday afternoon and the signal for start-
ing shall be given by M. M. Montgomery.
3. The classes may choose the placing of
their men. The first man shall be at least
fifteen feet from the edge of the pond.
4. No artificial footholds or support or
knotting of the rope shall be permitted other
than a knot at the extreme ends of the rope.
5. Penalty for anyone losing his hold on
the rope shall be inundation in the pond.
6. Tug of war is over when one end of the
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rope has been completely drawn thru the entire
width of the pond.
7. No knife shall be used on rope.
8. The class having the least number of men
shall have their choice of the side of the pond
from which they shall pull.
—Hanover College Triangle.
YALE CREW CAPTAIN RESIGNS.
Charles N. Snowden has resigned as captain
of the Yale Varsity crew. Thomas B. Denegre
has been chosen to succeed him. Snowden's
resignation was due to his being ineligible to
row in the Harvard regatta next June.
• —Pennsylvanian.
Dr. George L. Meylan, director of physical
education at Columbia, states that football is
the best of all American sports, and develops
as no other game can the manly qualities of
strength, ruggedness and aggressiveness.
—Reserve Weekly.
Football was first played at Rutgers and
Princeton in 1869, Yale taking up the game two
years later.—Ex.
Chicago University pays Coach Sty gg
$8,000; $5,000 as athletic director and $3,000 as
baseball coach.—Reserve Weekly.
The girls of Grinnell College, Iowa, have
formed a club whose purpose is to relieve foot-
ball candidates of duties, such as waiting tables
and washing dishes, which might interfere
with their football practices.—Ex.
U. of Virginia has recently completed a new
athletic stadium, costing $23,000 and seating
7,500. It is called Lambeth Field.—Ex.
To decide a question which has been pending
for seven years, the Michigan Daily forced the
question of Michigan's return to the Western
Conference to a popular vote of the students,
faculty and alumni. The result was decisively
against the return and Michigan will continue
to play the Eastern teams.
Ames has adopted the pushball contest to
take the place of the annual freshman-sopho-
more scrap.—Case Tech.
A director of rowing at Princeton remarks:
"Intercollegiate athletics as at present organiz-
ed mean that a few men go periodically into
training, and the great majority go periodically
into hysterics."—Ex.
"The fraternity which rushes you via the
'saloon route, or the Barbary coast, is not the
bunch to join, because they are'nt in themselves
true Californians, and we don't want either
them or any more of their kind," declares Presi-
dent Wheeler, of the University of California.
—Reserve Weekly.
We quote the following from the editor of
the Butler Collegian. Some thought might be
derived from it by students of Rose:
The political pot has begun to boil. Already
we see signs of unusual activity in certain
quarters. There are a few proprieties, it seems,
which have not always been observed in the
past.
How any fraternity man can get the con-
sent of his mind to nominate a fraternity broth-
er of his for an office is beyond our comprehen-
sion. Such action is contrary to etiquette, and
should be severely censured by the student
body.
Furthermore, if a man is desired for an of-
fice, he should be pushed by those desiring him
and not by himself. Any man who canvasses
the student body to elect himself to office must
inevitably lower himself in his own estimation
at least.
College politics are generally dirty. "Abe"
Ruef, the notorious poiltical crook, now serv-
ing his time in San Quentin, used to say that
whenever he wanted to work a political frame-
up along new lines he went down to Berkeley
or Stanford to see how the college boys did it,
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and not to the gangsters in San Francisco. May
Butler politics this year be clean and democra-
tic!
Syracuse students have commenced the plant-
ing of 15,000,000 young trees at the Experi-
ment Station of the N. Y. State College of
Forestry. This forest of fifty acres will prove
to be a valuable investment.—Ex.
At Cornell University there are 1,069 stu-
dents who are almost wholly self-supporting,
and 124 students who earn from $100 to $2000
more than their expenses.—Dekaturian.
A motion picture firm will spend a month at
Michigan taking two thousand feet of film of
the town, campus, class rooms, pushball con-
test, and a football game. The film, with
similar ones from seven other large universities,
will be shown about the country and at the
Panama Exposition—Case Tech.
The faculty of the University of Texas has
put a taboo on first semester pledging among
the Greek fraternities. Only those students
who have passed 12 hours work are now eligible
to become members of a fraternity.—Silver and
Gold.
There were 17,238 students in the University
of Paris last year, of whom 3,276 were foreign-
ers.—Ex.
The U. S. Naval Academy rates Spanish as
a language of first importance. Since the
Spanish-American war the number of students
taking Spanish in Yale and Harvard has in-
creased 500 per cent.
It costs more to send a boy through the ordi-
nary college than it costs to send a girl.
Statistics that have been compiled at Ohio State
University point to this conclusion. The figures
show that the boy spends an average of $450
during the school season of each year, while his
sister can make it for quite a lot less, probably
between $50 and $75.—Ex.
Cincinnati.—In the new freshman rules it is
stated that the fresh will not be allowed to look
at the upper-classmen when they choose to
escort a fair co-ed down the street.—Ex.
Wisconsin.—The penalty for infringement of
the freshman regulation concerning the wear-
ing of skull caps is for some "W" man to
throw the offenders into Lake Mandata.—Ex.
Girls at Vassar are not permitted to eat but-
ter at meals nor to sleep on hair mattresses ac-
cording to a recent decision of the college au-
thorities.—Ex.
COLLEGE MEN IN WORLD'S SERIES.
The great Philadelphia team which is making
such a remarkable showing in the world's series
is composed almost entirely of college athletes.
Clean-lived lives and true sportsmanlike spirit
has again swept away your "Muggsys," "Lar-
rys" and "half-breeds."—Vanderbilt Hustler.
Oxford University takes pride in the fact
that at least one-half of every cabinet that has
been formed in England for the past hundred
rars has been composed of Oxford men.—
Reserve Weekly.
A TERROR-STRIKING BATTLE CRY.
The college yell of Kansas University, if we
are to believe an American authority, has help-
ed to demoralize the Turks. According to the
story, Boris J. Patchjieff, the commander of a
Bulgarian batalion, is a graduate in engineer-
ing from that institution. As a battle-cry for
his men he has found nothing so inspiring as
the slogan he learned on the football fields of
Kansas—"Rock Chalk, Jay • Hawk, K. U. !"—
University Daily Kansan.
OCCUPATION OF GRADUATE
ENGINEERS.
In an interview published in the "New York
Times," Oct. 18, Professor Furman of the
Stevens Institute of Technology reviews the
careers of graduates of that school of mechani-
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cal engineering and furnishes diagrams show-
ing that of men graduated 15 to 20 years, about
42 per cent, are filling positions as executive
officers, managers, etc.; about 18 per cent, oc-
cupy executive positions as superintendents and
heads of manufacturing departments and about
5 per cent. are retired or unaccounted for.—
Power.
THREE OBJECTS OF COLLEGE MEN.
"Most college men live for three things," said
Dr. V. A. Moore, of Cornell, in a lecture to the
Ithaca students, "to enjoy physical health, to
succeed in the particular work they are taking
up and later to establish a home. In order to
have these it is necessary to have a pure and
sound body, plenty of pure food and, for the
average person eight hours of sleep every day.
—Pennsylvanian.
One hundred and four men appeared at the
first try-out for the University of Wisconsin
band.—The Tartan.
RAILWAY COURSE AT UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA.
The University of Minnesota has announced
an evening course in railroad traffic and rates
to be given at Minneapolis during the coming
winter. It is designed to provide railway men
and traffic clerks of shipping houses with in-
structions regarding the technical and detailed
work of those who have to do with railroad
traffic and rate making. The course will be
under the direction of Professor G. A. Gesell,
of the Department of Economics of the Univer-
sity, and Lee Kuempel, chief clerk of the
freight traffic department of the Soo Line.
Among the subjects to be treated are the fol-
lowing: Theory of Railroad Rates; Freight
Classification; "Make up" of Tariffs; Authori-
ties under which Joint Tariffs Are Published;
Rail and Water versus All-Rail Rates; Basis
for Principal Present-Day Rates; Car Service
and Efficiency; Accounting of Freight Reve-
nue; Fast Freight Lines, Tariffs and Guide of
Billing Books; Privileges; "Transit and
Storage"; Principal Commodity Rates—Lum-
ber, Grain Products, Live Stock, etc.; Condi-
tions Governing the Proper Issuance of Bills
of Lading; Tracing of Freight; Methods of
Compiling and Presenting Claims; Conditions
Imposed by Federal and State Laws on the
Acceptance of Freight; Study of the Confer-
ence Rulings of the I. C. C.; Federal Control;
Interstate Commerce Act of 1887, Elkins
Amendments 1903, Hepburn Act 1906, Mann
Act 1910; State Control: Conflict of Federal
and State Control.—Railway Age Gazette.
Come to Gillum's for groceries where Mc-
Cormack used to be. Corner Butler and East
Washington.—Butler Collegian.
,te•pvit,e1„v.‘"100,7141,6071r v.V40.2tr.,fre„Arrt.
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I ABORATORY Experiments in General
  
Chemistry. By H. B. North, Associate
Professor of Chemistry in Rutger's College.
Cloth, 51x8 in.; 205 pages; 37 illustrations.
New York, The D. Van Nostrand Company.
$1.00 net.
The object of this manual, as expressed by
the author in the preface, is to "cover a labora-
tory course in general chemistry given in con-
nection with a series of experimental lectures.
The book is probably intended to be used in
high schools or at least in schools dealing with
elementary chemistry for, as may be seen from
the number of experiments, none are treated
very exhaustively. Taken as a whole, the
manual is an excellent one to follow in a short
course in elementary chemistry, in which most
of the common elements are treated, such as the
average high school course and some technical
school courses.
The book contains five hundred experiments,
starting with the causes of chemical change then
taking up hydrogen, oxygen, the halogens, acids,
bases, salts, etc., and finally ending with iron
cobalt, nickel and platinum. In the appendix
corrections for gas volumes and chemical arith-
metic are treated, followed by the usual tables
of atomic weights, specific gravity, aqueous
tension, solubility and the periodic classifica-
tion of the elements. This manual would prove
a valuable reference for engineers who wished
to make simple tests for the different elements.
POWERFUL ARTICULATED ELECTRIC
LOCOMOTIVES.
THE New York Central after makingtrials early in the present year of an
eight-motor articulated 600-volt direct current
electric locomotive, ordered nine more of the
same type from the General Electric Company,
Schenectady, N. Y. These locomotives weigh,
in working order, 200,000 pounds, are of 4-4-4-4
type and are equipped with eight bipolar, gear-
less motors, all the weight being carried on mo-
tor driven axles. They were designed for oper-
ating the heavy limited passenger trains, and
are capable of hauling 800-ton trains in con-
tinual service between the Grand Central Term-
inal, New York, and Harmon; they are also
capable of operating a 1,000-ton train in emer-
gency service, a train of the same gross weight
on level tangent track continuously at sixty
miles an hour, or an 800-ton train at sixty-five
miles an hour.
As the weight of passenger trains is steadily
increasing, and some of the more important
trains now weigh over 1,000 tons, it has been
deemed necessary to have locomotives for the
maximum service with very great continuous
capacity, ample overload and high monetary
rating. The New York Central has therefore
ordered six electric locomotives from the Gen-
eral Electric Company of the same type and
general arrangement as the previous ten, but
weighing 220,000 pounds, and of materially
greater capacity for continuous service. They
are capable of exerting practically the same
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tractive effort -continuously that the previous
ten locomotives can for one hour.
The ten tons increase in weight in these ma-
chines is accounted for mainly by the greater
amount of material in the motors, which are of
larger capacity. The speed and torque charac-
teristics have been kept practically the same,
but the new locomotives are capable of hauling
approximately 40 per cent, greater tonnage in
continuous service. The previous ten locomo-
tives can develop 1,460 h. p. continuously, 2,000
h. p. for one hour and as high as 5,000 h. p. for
short periods. This corresponds to a tractive
effort of 9,000 pounds at sixty miles an hour
continuously, or 13,500 pounds at fifty-four
miles per hour at the one hour rating. The six
new locomotives will develop 2,000 h. p. continu-
ously, or 2,600 h. p. for one hour. The equiva-
lent tractive effort is 14,000 pounds, at fifty-
four miles an hour continuously, or 20,000
pounds at forty-nine miles an hour at the one
hour rating. They are able to haul 1,100-ton
trains in continuous service between the Grand
Central Terminal and Harmon, 32.6 miles, are
capable of operating 1,200-ton trains in emer-
gency service, and 1,200-ton trains on level tan-
gent track continuously at sixty miles an hour.
In point of design and construction these lo-
comotives will be of identically the same type
as the former ten, having an articulated frame
with guiding trucks at each end. The cab con-
taining the engineer's compartment and that
for the operating mechanism, is swung between
the two parts of the frame on center pins. Each
section is equipped with two four-wheel trucks
having a driving motor mounted on each axle,
all the axles, therefore, being driving axles,
The eight motors, of the bipolar gearless type,
are of the same general design as the motors
on the previous fifty-seven locomotives built for
this road, and are provided with ample forced
air ventilation. They are electrically connected
permanently in parallel in pairs and the pairs
can be connected in three combinations—
series, series-parallel and parallel. They are
insulated for 1,200 volts, so that if at any future•
time it should be desired to operate the locomo-
tive on this voltage, the pairs of motors can be
changed from parallel to series connections and
the same speeds and control combinations ob-
tained as on 600 volts.
These locomotives have greater capacity and
higher efficiency than any other high speed
electric locomotive ever constructed, while at
the same time having lower total weight, weight
per driving axle and dead weight than any
other locomotive of similar capacity.—Railway
Age Gazette.
HE results of experiments at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin show the overshot
water wheel to be a very efficient type of mo-
tor, a wheel 10 feet in diameter and 3 feet wide
giving a maximum efficiency of 89 per cent.
Its economical field lies in developments which
range approximately between 2 and 30 second-
feet drainage, with heads varying from 10 to
40 feet, corresponding to a maximum output of
about 75 H. P.—Industrial Engineering.
JARRING OF CONCRETE AFTER
PLACING.
THE idea that all discretion and care canbe thrown to the winds after concrete has
been placed, cannot be too severely condemned.
All the care exercised in selecting good ma-
terial, water and mixing, can be rendered
worthless by not protecting concrete, after it is
placed, from loads, until the concrete has had
time to harden.
Concret„, after being put in place should not
be subjected to loads, jars or strain until it has
thoroughly hardened, for if disturbed while
setting the bond on steel will be destroyed and
cracks will be formed which never close up and
consequently the structure is greatly weakened.
The jarring of forms or projecting ends of
reinforcing bars will weaken the bond for some
distance back from the construction point. The
practice of guying the hoisting tower to the
forms should be discontinued, since there is al-
ways a certain amount of strain and jar caused
by the swaying of the tower. The concrete
plant should be laid out and the work so
planned as to do away with the necessity of
having to wheel concrete over that previously
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placed. The extra loads coming on the forms
in this way are often sufficient to cause consid-
erable deflection in forms and consequent cracks
in the concrete. The same thing is true if form
lumber or other materials are placed on new
concrete, even if the forms are still in place un-
der the concrete. The fact that workmen have
little trouble in keeping off of surfaces with a
trowled finish while green, is sufficient evidence
that they can, if properly disciplined, give or-
dinary concrete surfaces a chance to take final
set before subjecting them to loads and shocks.
—Railway Engineering and Maintenance of
Way.
INSPECTION TRIPS FOR DRAUGHTS-
MEN.
THE C. M. & St. P. Ry. recently conductedan inspection trip for a picked party of
its engineering draftsmen over the second track
and grade revision work on the C. & C. B. di-
vision in Iowa. This work includes many large
concrete structures of more than ordinary in-
terest and the trip afforded an excellent oppor-
tunity for the designers to view the actual con-
struction of their designs. If such trips are
made comparatively often the railroad cannot
help but profit by the experience gained by its
employes. In order to derive the greatest bene-
fit for all concerned these inspection tours
should be made at such intervals as to keep the
designers entirely familiar with the actual
methods employed on the various kinds of
work.
It is a fact that in many cases decidedly un-
economical designs for concrete structures are
made because of ignorance on the part of the
designer of the most desirable method of con-
struction and plant layout. In railroad work,
especially on second track and grade revision
work, the methods of construction have a vital
influence on the design and for this reason the
designer should be thoroughly acquainted with
the details of construction. The organization
of the engineering departments of large rail-
roads is such as to preclude the possibility of
having the designer superintend or inspect the
construction of structures built from his plans.
This without doubt is the best method of ac-
quainting an engineer with the weak points of
his design viewed from a construction stand-
point. Since this method is impossible the
nearest approach to it which can be con-
veniently made is the conducting of frequent
inspection trips.
On such occasions many a designer finds that
details which he had reason to believe were the
very best are not at all suited to the conditions
governing the construction and are therefore
unnecessarily increasing the cost of the work.
It is therefore easy to see that in general a de-
signer with construction experience is much
more valuable than the man who has done noth-
ing but turn out plans without seeing how they
were carried out in actual construction. Since
it is impossible to organize an entire force of
engineering draftsmen, all of whom have had
this experience, it is the duty of the railroad
company to educate its employes in this line so
far as possible, for the mutual benefit of all
concerned.—Railway Engineering and Main-
tenance of TVay.
THE highest reinforced concrete buildingin America is said to be a grain elevator,
built by J. S. Metcalf Co., Montreal, for the
Harbor Commissioners of Montreal. This
structure is 220 feet 9 inches high from base of
rail to top of concrete of the cupola. The build-
ing is 456 feet 8 inches long by 190 feet wide,
the cupola at one end being about 300 feet long.
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CRAFT'S BOOK STORE
672 Wabash Avenue
We Carry High Grade Fiction and
Miscellaneous Books of All Kinds
School Pennants, Pins
AND OTHER SPECIAL GOODS
BERT M. RAINES
DRUGS
600 LOCUST STREET
SEE OUR $1.50 CASE PIPES
WRIGHT & DITSON
TENNIS GOODS
KODAK FILMS FANCY BOX CANDIES
H. E. KNOTT
1W 13E1re E1
CLEANING AND PRESSING
Suits Pressed, 25c
REPAIRING DONE
Seventh St. and Lafayette Ave.
L. D. SMITH
NEWSDEALER
AND STATIONER
A FULL AND COMPLETE LINE OF
FOOT BALL AND BASKET BALL
SUPPLIES IN STOCK
673 WABASH AVENUE
TERRE HAUTE - - - INDIANA
CITIZENS PHONE 6
Rose Students Are Quick to Learn
THAT THE BEST WORK IS OBTAINED AT
Holden's Barber Shop
12 North Seventh Street
5 Hydraulic Chairs. 5 Best Hair Cutters in the
City. 5 Good Barbers.
Electrical Massage, Hand Massage and a Full Line of Tonics
DON'T FORGET THE UP-TOWN HEADQUARTERS
Start the Year Right
by Patronizing Our
Advertisers
About This Time of the Year a Guy Begins to Scratch
His Head and Wonder
What He Will Give Her for Xmas
None of That This Year—
The 1915 MODULUS Will be Out December 10
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
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John G. Hein! & Son
FLORISTS
129 SOUTH SEVENTH STREET
TERRE HAUTE, INDIANA
LET US
BE A MOTHER
TO YOU
BUTTONS REPLACED, SOCKS
DARNED, UNDERWEAR RE-
PAIRED; in fact a mother's care
of your garments Free of Charge
Hunter Laundering
& Dyeing Company
Phones 257 HUBERT DEMING, Agt.
George Graham Holloway
is the official Photographer for
the Rose Polytechnic School
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS
15
MY PICTURE IS OVER THE DOOR
Of Terre Haute's
Best Clothes Store
N. W. Corner 5th and Wabash
In 600drnart
BOTH PHONES 64
The Moore-Langen Printing Co.
PRINTERS, BINDERS
BLANK BOOK MANUFACTURERS
PUBLISHERS
SIXTH AND MULBERRY STREETS TERRE HAUTE, IND.
PURE FOOD CLEAN LIGHT
Tbe (Colonial airp luncb
24 SOUTH SEVENTH STREET
COURTEOUS ATTENTION QUICK SERVICE
ALWAYS INTENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
THE ECONOMY OF CONVENIENCE
Motor Driven Shaper Equipped With an
E. C. Sc M. Automatic Controller.
It cannot be doubted
that convenience of
control greatly in-
creases the output of
motor driven machin-
ery. E. C. & M. Auto-
maticControllers were
designed with this
thought constantly in
mind. By their use a
motor driven machine
can be started, stopped
or reversed in the
shortest safe amount
of time, and all of this
can be done by manip-
ulating one handle. Motor Driven Punch Press Equipped With an
E. C. & M. Automatic Controller.
On a motor driven machine tool, for instance, the E. C. & M. Automatic Controller
may take the place of a hand operated motor starter, a clutch and a friction foot
brake. It assumes the duties of all these parts and does this with wonderfully
increased facility and rapidity. WRITE FOR BULLETINS.
Motor Driven Boring Mill Equipped With an E. C. & M.
Automatic Controller.
THE ELECTRIC CONTROLLER 8c MFG. CO.
NEW YORK—so CHURCH ST. CLEVELAND, OHIO CHICAGO-1417 MONADNOCK BLK.
PIT TSBURG-1s3g OLIVER BLDG. TORONTO— 1222 TRADERS BANK BLDG. BIRMINGHAM-8Z7 BROWN-MARX BLDG.
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WM. SCHONEFELD
GREAT NORTHERN PHARMACY
7th and Big Four Hotel Building
Note Books, Inks, Pencils and Papeterie, etc.
Exclusive north side agency for
Foss, of Boston, Candy
I3Oft
do not visit your girl without a box of our
CHOCOLATES
Our Candies made pure, clean and fresh
every day
Greek Candy Kitchen
676 Wabash Ave., near 7th St.
JAMES GEORGOPOULOS
Black & Cook
DRUGGISTS
9TH and CHESTNUT STS.
Just received a new lot of Basket Ball Goods
FOR CHRISTMAS
Fresh Box Candies
BEICH'S SPARROW'S and DAGGETT'S
Exclusive Terre Haute Daggett's Agency
Crescent Cbeatre
681 Wabash Avenue
Everybody Welcome
Stafford Engraving Company
ARTISTS, ENGRAVERS and ELECTROTYPERS
Engraving for College and School Publications a Specialty
No contract too big for our large and complete plant and none too small to receive
the most careful attention. Specimens of our beautiful color work free
CENTURY BUILDING, INDIANAPOLIS
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
Drawing Inks
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paste
Drawing-Board Paste
Liquid Paste
Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, etc.
ARE THE FINEST AND BEST GOODS OF THEIR KIND
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Rose Polytechnic Institute
Founded by ths late Chauncey Rose at Terre Haute, Indiana
A COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Offers a SCIENTIFIC EDUCATION based on Mathematics, Modern Languages.
Physical Sciences and Drawing with thorough instruction in
the Principles and Practice of
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
CIVIL ENGINEERING, CHEMISTRY AND ARCHITECTURE
FACULTY
C. LEO MEES, Ph. D., President and Professor of
Physics.
JAMES A. WICKERSHAM, A. M., Professor of
Languages.
MALVERD A. HOWE, C. E., Professor of Civil
Engineering.
ARTHUR S. HATHAWAY, B. S., Professor of
Mathematics.
JOHN B. PEDDLE, M. E., Professor of Machine De-
sign and Drawing.
FRANK C. WAGNER, A. M., Professor of Steam and
Electrical Engineering.
JOHN WHITE, Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry.
EDWIN S. JOHONNOTT, Ph. D., Professor of Physics.
ROBERT L. McCORMICK, C. E., Associate Professor
In Mathematics and Civil Engineering.
CLARENCE C. ICNIPMEYER, B. S., Assistant Pro-
fessor of Electricity.
ALBERT A. FAUROT, M. A., Associate Professor in
Languages and Librarian.
HAROLD A. THOMAS, C. E., Associate Professor in
Civil Engineering.
CARL WISCHMEYER, B. S., Associate Professor in
Machine Design.
J. R. SAGE, A. B., Instructor in Mathematics.
ORION L. STOCK, B. S., Instructor in Drawing.
H. L. COLES, Instructor in Chemistry.
W. G. RANELS, Superintendent of Shops.
MRS. S. P. BURTON, Registrar.
Higgins'
Emancipate yourself from the use of corrosive and ill-
smelling inks and adhesives, and adopt the
HIGGINS INKS and ADHESIVES. They
will be a revelation to you
AT DEALERS GENERALLY
CHARLES M. HIGGINS & CO., Mfrs..
Branches 271 Ninth Street
Chicago and London BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Che
ENGINEERING
MAGAZINE
THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE publishes
the best original articles by the highest authorities
on all phases of current engineering progress.
Additional and exclusive features are: a Review
and Topical Index to the current contents of nearly
two hundred engineering and industrial journals;
Current Record of New Technical Books; Indus-
trial News; Latest Improved Machinery and Trade
Literature.
Every number is a valuable reference book for
every engineer or student of engineering.
Ask for sample copy and decriptive circular.
THE ENGINEERING MAGAZINE
140.142 Nassau Street NEW YORK
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
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YOUNG MEN'S CLOTHES
All our Young Men's Clothes have
the just right sort of style tailored
right into them
The Fall Suits and Overcoats are
ready and they are up to the last
tick of the clock—not a "has been"
in the entire line
The boys who Know what's what
say we have the best Mackinaw
Coats in town 0 0 0 0
We are always pleased to show
MYERS BROS.
WHERE YOU ARE SURE TO SUIT YOURSELF
STARRETT'S MACHINIST AND CARPENTER TOOLS
PLUMBING, HARDWARE AND ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FREITAG, WEINHARDT tie CO.
664 Wabash Avenue Phones 140
J. M. BIGWOOD go. SON
(Established 1877)
Jewelers and Opticians
UP-TO-DATE—Special attention given to Fine Watch and Jewelry
Repairing. Eyes Tested FREE and Satisfaction guaranteed by
Registered Optician.
J. M. BIGWOOD & SON, 647 Wabash Ave., Terre Haute, Ind.
LET US BE YOUR WASH-WOMAN
COLUMBIAN
SOFT WATER LAUNDRY
SEE STORRS,' 4 BOTH PHONES 329
Ambition
to excel in any sport is rendered
easier by being properly equipped.
A. G. Spalding & Bros. are out-
&ters to champions, whose imple-
ments must be invariably right.
QUALITY COUNTS
0.0 Spalding's Catalog is now ready—free
for the asking
A. G. SPALDING f9' BROS.
136 N. Pennsylvania Street Indianapolis. Indiana
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
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The Swope-Nehf Jewelry Co.
524 Wabash Avenue
Established 1867
HEADQUARTERS FOR
Class Pins, Seals, Fobs,
Watch Bracelets, Coin Holders,
Vanity Puff Boxes,
Electric Cigar Lighters
SOUVENIR SPOONS AND PLATES, FIELD
DAY MEDALS AND CUPS, FOOT
BALL SPOONS
Mr. Arthur Nehf, of the Senior Class,
will attend to Special Orders.
Walk-Over
Shoes
MOVERU
Have Dame Fashion's Recognition
"The World Over"
$3.50 to $7.00
Walk-Over Boot Shop
651 Wabash Avenue
The Orpheum
TERRE HAUTE'S
CLASSY SHOW
Refined Music and Singing
 and 
Best PICTURE Service
Baur's Pharmacy
Terre Haute Trust Building
Seventh and Wabash Avenue
AGENCY
"Huyler's" Celebrated New York Candies
Everything that s new in
\W inter Headgear
$2.00 Bill Cody
715 Wabash Avenue
POLYTECHNIC PHARMACY
Thirteenth and Locust Sts.
ROSE POLY JEWELRY
Rings, Seal Pins, Cuff Sets
Hat Pins, Etc.
COME OVER AND SEE THEM
Pipes,Tobaccos, Cigarettes, Lowney's
Candies, University Note BooKs
Prescriptions
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP US.
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MEET Me at My New Store
7 I 5 Wabash Avenue
I CAN GIVE YOU A TAILORED SUIT OR OVERCOAT
$13.50 TO $60.00
ED SPARKS - - TAILOR AND HABERDASHER
GREAT NORTHERN CAFE
Opposite Big Four Passenger Station
Poly Headquarters for Meals at All Hours Smith 8). Williams
 
805 
Pythiarx Building ARTHUR M. HOOD
ROSE '93
INDIANAPOLIS,
-INDIANA-
PATENT ATTORNEY
Counsel in All Matters Pertaining to United States and Foreign Patents
Designs, Trade Marks and Labels
COLLEGE
PENNANTS, PILLOWS
and BANNERS
The most complete and up-to-date line
in the city
Drawing Instruments and Supplies
The R. F. Marley Co.
646 WABASH AVENUE
J. VERNON BREWER'S
Great Northern Barber Shop
For a First-Class Hair Cut,
Shave or Massage
Suits Hand-Pressed 25 Cts.
Steam Cleaning and Dyeing
AGENCY 
COLUMBIAN LAUNDRY
Tonics and Shaving Toilets
671 Tippecaooe St., Opposite Big 4 Station
VOU will always the Stylesin Clothing.
Gents Furnishings, Hats, Emerson oic onn
and Stetson Shoes. Suits made to order from iUIii 0 oou
Tune Bros. - Fifth and Wabash Avenue
ALWAYS MENTION THE TECHNIC WHEN TRADING WITH OUR ADVERTISERS. IT MAY HELP ITS
